
1102-258 Lisgar St.,
Ottawa. K2P 0C9

Mr-. John Kerr,
CEC,
Ottawa.

1 June 1986

Dear Mr-. Kerr,

It was a great pleasure to discuss II\l' concern about
environmental hypersensitivities with you on the phone the
other day. As you probably remember, it is not so much the
effects of the illness that concern me, but more the way our
concerns are being reported by CEC (and other media).

Although active in community development for five years, and
worldng as a reporter with COOT for another five, it was not
pre;m-s.tion for the utter dissillusionment I have
experienced in dealing with this issue. Governments, until
recently, have ignored the representations of responsible
citizens, some of them going back twenty-five years. At
least three people have committed suicide in despair, not
because of the illness, but because of bigoted attitudes in
government and government agencies. Doctors, including
several prominent associations of doctors such as the CMA
and the CJ1A, have published dishonest articles and
sanctioned discriminatory comments on the subject.

The system, so far, has failed us. Just in Ontario 15
thousand have been diagnosed as having the condition. Fach
has seen an average of six practitioners before finding out
what was wrong with them, before finding a doctor who would
admit that the problem 1Ill.S not imagined. This leads us to
believe that there are several thousand more people who
have the illness, who have complained to their doctors about
the symptoms, but who have been improperly diagnosed, or
told they had no problem.

The problem is caused, in part, by a MId-up of pollution
in our bodies. In light of this, probably thousands more
people will get sick than would have if something had been
done to correct the problem when it was first brought to the
attention of authorities a quarter century ago.
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The coJJlJll1l11ity of people with the illness are very much like
a1::used wives. They are meek beyond belief, in a few cases
unable to realize how outrageous their abuse has been. Even
now, after a provincial commission into the subject, which
confirmed our assertions of the plst two decades, children
are still being given abusive counsalling about behavioural
problems related to sensitivities, adults are being denied
medical treatment under (the sacred) Medicare, people are
being denied disability pensions, and, more importantly,
governments are continuing to act in a profoundly
disrespectful manner towards people who have the illness.

Mr. Murray E!ston, for instance, Minister of Health in
Ontario, recently appointed a man to head a committee on
this subject who has published an article in the CMA Journal
which can only be described as dishonest. Dr. Barry
Zimmerman, the man who published the article, also spoke
against the existence of the condition in a show Larry
Gosnell produced (CBC TV Current Affairs) three years ago.

The list of complaints, from hundreds of people for a
quarter century, is endless. I hope CBC can bring itself up
to date, recognize that the illness, in fact, exists, and
start doing stories about the violation of our human
rights, rather than wallowing around in the antiquated
arguments about whether or not we exist. Judge Thomson, who
headed the provincial commission, makes special note of the
difficulties the media has caused for us in the plst. As
you may know, its very difficult to bring criticism of
journalism to journalists when also involved in a fight with
officialdom.

In my own personal case, I feel the issue has all but ruined
my career as a broadcast, journalist. I felt humiliated by
the actions of a few of 'my fellow workers at CBOT, and found
most people unwilling to make minor accommodations necessary
for me to work without impairment. For instance, I received
a memo from one man, who was later to be assigned as my
supervisor, asking if my position on a point, which he was
in disagreement with, was a result of 'allergies affecting
my brain'.

The existence of bigoted and prejudiced attitudes in some of
the people working in the newsroom and the Current Affairs
unit at CBOT resulted, I confess, in tremendous feeling of
hostility in myself with respect to some other people. This
adversely affected my work and contributed to a change in my
attitude which was not appreciated by other superiors.
While friends there previously described me as co-operative,
amazingly fast, and 'cheerful', the same friends later asked
how I could live with so much hostHity.



There has been a lot that has contributed to my feelings of
hostility, and to a certain extent I can forgive my
cd-workers ignorance. I only wish some of them had been a
little less arrogant in it.

I'd also like to mention that I do not appreciate anyone,
journalist or otherwize, who abuses a position of
responsibility. A j ournalist with 'The Journal' told me
that if I told my story in a way that would have violated my
bisic reason for telling it she would help me get the story
on the air. I don't want a witch hunt on this, but there is
something profound.1y' wrong when a Person who is let go by
the Corp, partly because of' problems he associates with the
attitudes of others on staff, can not get his story told
proPerly because of' the same attitudes in another journalist
still working there.

I thank you for your interest in this mess. I believe there
is an amazing story here, of government bungling and real
suffering, that has yet to be told. Even now that we have a
legal existence, discrimination is rampant.

However•••bit by bit•••••

Chris Brown
(61.3) 237 0928

P.S. Please find attached some news releases one of the
organizations I ~long to has distriluted, and a coPY'
of a recent letter to MI:-. Elaton from myself.




